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In the Mexican subduction zone, slow slip events of various duration, from a few days to several 
months have previously been identified in the regions of Guerrero and Oaxaca. They occur along with 
microseismicity: low-frequency earthquakes and tectonic tremors. In this study, we analyzed a 10-year 
long tremor catalog covering multiple SSE cycles, to identify periods of high tremor activity. We then 
used the temporal information of these tremor bursts to decompose GNSS time series. Surface velocities 
estimated for tremor and non-tremor periods are then inverted to locate slip rates on the plate interface. 
Combining the detected microseismicity information and GNSS time series, we show that large slow slip 
events are made of clusters of short-lasting slip events occurring at tremor times and located updip of 
the tremor area. This analysis also allowed us to unveil low amplitude transients in between large slow 
slip events, that last 8 − 9 days, occurring at tremor times and locations, in both Guerrero and Oaxaca 
regions. Finally, we show that the plate locking amplitude in between short and large slow slip events 
increases by a factor up to 0.5 at the location of tremors.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Slow slip events (SSEs) are an important component of the seis-
mic cycle in subduction zones, as they release a significant portion 
of the tectonic stresses accumulated over time. SSEs have been ob-
served in various subduction zones (e.g. in Japan (Hirose et al., 
1999), Cascadia (Dragert, 2001), Mexico (Kostoglodov, 2003), and 
Alaska (Fu and Freymueller, 2013)). They occur mostly downdip 
from seismogenic zones of young and warm subduction interfaces 
(Manea et al., 2017), at the transition between the locked and fully 
creeping zones. Transient slow slip on the plate interface occurs 
with a wide range of total slip (from a few millimeters to sev-
eral centimeters), magnitudes (Mw 5 to Mw 7.5), and durations 
(from a few days to several years) (e.g. Beroza and Ide, 2011). Re-
cent studies show that slow slip is also intermittent, as large-scale 
SSEs can be decomposed into several smaller slip events clustered 
in time (Frank et al., 2018; Rousset et al., 2019b). Although SSEs 
are aseismic and detected geodetically, they are usually accompa-
nied by tectonic tremors (TTs) (Obara, 2002), which are emergent 
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seismic signals of low amplitude and long duration, that are con-
sidered to be clusters of low frequency earthquakes (LFEs) (Beroza 
and Ide, 2011). These seismic markers of slow slip provide valuable 
information on the temporal characteristics of slow slip processes 
(Frank et al., 2015a, 2018; Villafuerte and Cruz-Atienza, 2017).

The ability to detect geodetically slow slip signals of small am-
plitude is limited by the high frequency noise in GNSS time series. 
The signal to noise ratio of small transients is generally too small 
for them to be detected only by GNSS, as they usually last a few 
days, and generate less than a few millimeters of surface displace-
ment. Several studies proposed combining seismic and geodetic 
data to isolate small crustal displacements in GNSS time series 
(Frank et al., 2015b; Frank, 2016; Rousset et al., 2019a; Fujita et 
al., 2019; Bartlow, 2020), to characterize the short-term dynam-
ics of large-SSEs (L-SSE) (Frank et al., 2018; Rousset et al., 2019b), 
and test for the existence of smaller-scale transients (Frank et al., 
2015b).

In this study, we analyze geodetic time series and seismic 
tremor catalogs recorded simultaneously in southern Mexico. This 
combined analysis is performed for the first time using a 10-year 
long data set, which contains several slow slip event cycles. We 
aim to investigate the short-term dynamics of transient slip by 
decomposing GNSS time series using the temporal information of 
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Fig. 1. Tectonic context of the Mexican subduction zone. Historical earthquakes are shown by contours filled with red-colored patterns, L-SSEs are shown by contours filled 
with blue-colored patterns (Radiguet et al., 2011, 2016; Graham et al., 2016; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2021, from), and TTs are shown by contours filled with yellow-colored 
patterns (from Maury et al., 2018; Brudzinski et al., 2010; Ide, 2012). The red triangles are the seismic broad-band stations for which TT catalogs are used in this study 
(Husker et al., 2019), and the blue and green down-pointing triangles represent the GNSS stations used for the decomposition in Guerrero and Oaxaca respectively. The thin 
black dashed lines are the slab contours, Hayes et al. (2018). The blue rectangle delimits the study region of Guerrero, and the green rectangle delimits the study region of 
Oaxaca. The inset map shows the larger tectonic context with the tectonic plates (PA: Pacific plate, CO: Cocos plate, NA: North America plate, and RI: Rivera plate) (Bird, 
2003).
tremor bursts, both during large, previously identified L-SSEs and 
also in between these.

We study the Guerrero and Oaxaca regions of the Mexican sub-
duction zone (Fig. 1), where the Cocos plate subducts beneath 
the North America plate with convergence rates increasing from 
the northwest (62 mm/yr) to the southeast (75 mm/yr) along the 
middle-America trench. The shape of the subducted slab shows a 
wide and quasi-horizontal plate interface at ∼ 40 − 45 km depths, 
under the states of Guerrero and Oaxaca. Updip on this quasi-flat 
part of the slab, L-SSEs with equivalent magnitudes Mw 7 − 7.5
and recurrence intervals ∼ 4 years occur in Guerrero (Kostoglodov, 
2003; Radiguet et al., 2012, 2016; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2021). In 
Oaxaca, L-SSEs have smaller magnitudes (from Mw 6.5 to Mw

7) and recurrence intervals of ∼ 1.5 years (Graham et al., 2016; 
Cruz-Atienza et al., 2021). In Guerrero, updip from the L-SSEs zone 
(< 15 km deep), shallow offshore tremor clusters were unveiled 
(Plata-Martinez et al., 2021), with recurrences of 1 to 3 months. 
However, most tremors have been identified downdip from the L-
SSEs zone, in the flattest part of the slab (∼ 38 to 45 km deep). 
There, TTs (Payero et al., 2008; Brudzinski et al., 2010; Husker et 
al., 2012; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2015; Maury et al., 2018) and LFEs 
(Frank and Shapiro, 2014; Frank et al., 2014) have been detected 
and localized. Two zones are distinguished on the plate interface 
in Guerrero: the sweet spot (cluster of the Guerrero tremor zone 
at depths > 41 km in Fig. 1) where TTs and LFEs occur persistently, 
and updip, the transient zone (cluster of the Guerrero tremor zone 
at depths < 41 km in Fig. 1), where the activity of TTs and LFEs 
is episodic (Husker et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2015a). TT and LFE 
bursts in the transient zone are correlated in time with the geode-
tically detected L-SSEs (Frank et al., 2018; Husker et al., 2019). In 
2

Oaxaca, TTs occur persistently in the western end of the region at 
41 − 50 km depths (Brudzinski et al., 2010; Maury et al., 2018). 
The TT activity is lower in central Oaxaca. In Guerrero, bursts of 
LFE activity, with an average duration of 7 − 8 days and an aver-
age recurrence time of 3 months have also been detected during 
before and after the L-SSE of 2006 (Frank et al., 2015b; Villafuerte 
and Cruz-Atienza, 2017). When combined with tremor/LFE activity, 
geodetic data showed the existence of short-SSEs (S-SSEs) during 
the period 2005 - 2007 (Frank et al., 2015b; Villafuerte and Cruz-
Atienza, 2017), associated with average surface displacements of 
1 − 2 mm and average magnitudes of Mw 6.4 (Frank et al., 2015b). 
S-SSEs were also detected independently from 2005 to 2012 using 
a geodetic-matched filter approach (Rousset et al., 2017), with av-
erage recurrence intervals of 40 days, and durations ranging from 
3 to 39 days. These shorter events, highlighted by LFE bursts, were 
located downdip from L-SSEs (Frank et al., 2015b), at the transition 
from L-SSEs to the fully uncoupled interface. Using the LFE activity, 
the L-SSE of 2006 in Guerrero was shown to have an intermittent 
release of rapid pulses of tectonic stress during LFE episodes, and 
stress loading during inter-LFE periods (Frank et al., 2018).

To study the intermittence of aseismic slip in the Mexican sub-
duction zone, we have post-processed GNSS time series using a 
trajectory model, following the method described in Marill et al. 
(2021). We then analyzed the TT catalog provided by Husker et al. 
(2019), covering a 10-year long period (2009 – 2018.5), to extract 
the periods of high TT activity, that we used to decompose GNSS 
time series into TT and inter-TT periods.

In the following work, we analyze separately the L-SSE peri-
ods (light blue spans in Fig. 2), during which we investigate the 
intermittence and variability of slow slip velocities, and the inter-
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Fig. 2. GNSS and tremor time series analysis. A TT burst detection for the seismic 
station PLIG. In blue, the detrended cumulative tremor durations. The grey lines 
show the detected TT bursts, and the light blue bands correspond to L-SSE peri-
ods, as determined using the L-SSE catalog in Table S2. B GNSS time series for the 
East component of the station IGUA. Blue points are the daily positions, and the tra-
jectory model is in red. Vertical lines correspond to earthquakes with post-seismic 
relaxation in orange, and antenna jumps in magenta. C Residual (post-processed) 
time series including L-SSE signals (in blue). The grey spans are the detected TT 
bursts and the light blue bands show L-SSE periods.

L-SSE periods (white in Fig. 2) during which we search for S-SSEs. 
Since TT catalogs are given for single seismic stations (red trian-
gles Fig. 1) and do not provide locations, the analysis is performed 
separately for Guerrero and Oaxaca regions (blue and green boxes 
in Fig. 1), considering for each region two tremors catalogs (from 
the seismic stations in red in Fig. 1).

2. Joint GNSS and tectonic tremor analysis

2.1. Seismic and geodetic data

In this study, we have combined GNSS and TT data in order 
to analyze transient slow slips. We have used recordings from 33 
GNSS sites in the Guerrero region, and 21 sites in the Oaxaca re-
gion (Respectively blue and green triangles in Fig. 1). The daily 
GNSS times series were processed with a double difference ap-
proach using the GAMIT/GLOBK software (Herring et al., 2010), the 
details of the processing can be found in the supplementary ma-
terials (1.1). We have also used 4 TT catalogs from Husker et al. 
(2019) for individual seismic stations, 2 of which are in the Guer-
rero region, and 2 in the Oaxaca region.

2.1.1. GNSS trajectory model and common modes
We fit the GNSS time series with a trajectory model, using 

the functional fitting method described in Marill et al. (2021). 
This model (Supplementary materials, eq. ES1) allows us to de-
scribe all the tectonic events observed in GNSS time series: inter-
seismic periods with linear trends, earthquakes with Heaviside 
functions, post-seismic transients with decaying logarithmic func-
tions, and L-SSEs with half-period cosine functions. We also mod-
eled non-tectonic processes: seasonal variations with annual and 
semi-annual sines and cosines, and antenna jumps with Heaviside 
functions (Fig. 2.B). We then remove from the original GNSS time 
series the non-tectonic processes (seasonal and antenna jumps), as 
well as the linear interseismic trend, co-seismic and post-seismic 
3

offsets. The post-processed GNSS time series (Fig. 2.C, and Fig. S2) 
thus still contain the L-SSE signals, as well as unmodeled signal 
and noise present in the residuals of the trajectory model. Note 
that although the L-SSEs function in the trajectory model is simple 
and does not reproduce all the displacement complexities, it al-
lows to properly evaluate the other terms in the trajectory model. 
Since the modeled L-SSE terms are not removed from the original 
time series, this simple modeling is not influencing the rest of our 
analysis.

We then corrected the GNSS time series for common mode 
signals, which are low amplitude geodetic signals due to the mis-
modeling of satellite orbits and other large-scale phenomena com-
mon to the whole GNSS network. To extract the common modes, 
we followed the stacking method proposed by Márquez-Azúa and 
DeMets (2003). We choose 8 stations far from the study regions, at 
latitudes > 20 ◦N, to ensure that the common modes do not con-
tain tectonic signals. We computed the trajectory models of these 
8 GNSS stations, and calculated the common mode by averaging 
the residual time series (Fig. S1). The average standard deviation 
on the northern component of the GNSS time series used in this 
study is ∼ 1.55 mm and ∼ 1.48 mm respectively before and after 
subtraction of common modes, which corresponds to a 5% reduc-
tion of the noise amplitude.

As a summary, the original GNSS time series (e.g. Fig. 2.B) are 
corrected from a trajectory model that includes a linear trend, 
co-seismic offsets, post-seismic relaxation, and annual and semi-
annual oscillations, antenna changes, as well as common modes. 
The final time series (e.g. Fig. 2.C and S2) contain the residual noise 
and the L-SSE signals.

2.1.2. Tectonic tremor analysis
TTs are seismic signals emergent from the noise that can last 

up to several hours, with energy in the frequency band of 2 to 10 
Hz. Husker et al. (2019) detected TTs for single seismic stations by 
analyzing the seismic spectral density in the TT frequency band. 
The TT catalogs provided by Husker et al. (2019) contain the start-
ing and ending times of the detected high spectral energy periods 
(see Fig. S9 for an example of the catalog of tremor duration as 
a function of time), but no locations. Husker et al. (2019) derived 
four single station catalogs, two in the Guerrero region for the sta-
tions ARIG and PLIG, and two in the Oaxaca region for the stations 
TXIG and YOIG (Fig. 1).

In order to define the time periods when TT events are clus-
tered, therefore when the rate of microseismicity is high, we com-
puted the cumulative sum of TT durations over time, and corrected 
it from a linear trend (Fig. 2.A) to emphasize the temporal varia-
tions of TT activity. Positive slopes correspond to TT activity higher 
than average (tremor bursts) and negative slopes to activity lower 
than average (quiescence). High TT activity during documented 
L-SSEs is remarkable (e.g. L-SSEs of 2009, 2014, and 2017, light 
blue spans on Fig. 2.A). Shorter and less frequent bursts of high 
TT activity take over during inter-L-SSE periods (e.g. 2011-2014, 
grey spans Fig. 2.A). We have developed a simple method to sys-
tematically detect the start and end times of TT bursts from the 
detrended cumulated tremor durations (blue curve, Fig. 2.A). We 
compute the time derivative of this curve and keep only the pos-
itive values (i.e. positive slopes) as potential TT burst periods. We 
then firstly assembled TT bursts into a single burst if they are sepa-
rated by a time period shorter than 3 days. Secondly, we discarded 
TT periods if their duration is lower than 3 days, and/or if the 
cumulated TT activity is lower than 10 h. This method efficiently 
detects the majority of tremor bursts (i.e. positive slopes) visible 
on the detrended cumulated tremor activity time series (Fig. 2 and 
S8), while ensuring that the burst and inter-burst durations are not 
too short to be analyzed jointly with daily GNSS data (Fig. S9.B,C).
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Using this method, we have independently detected TT bursts 
for the 4 TT catalogs (highlighted in grey in Fig. 2.A and
Fig. S8.A,B,D,E). We identify tremor bursts ranging from 3 to 53 
days, with average durations of 9 days and 13 days in Guerrero, 
for inter-L-SSEs and L-SSEs respectively, and average durations of 
8 and 11 days in Oaxaca, for inter-L-SSEs and L-SSEs respectively 
(Fig. S10). As detailed in Fig. S8.C,F, the overlap between TT bursts 
for the two stations in the same region is important, 80% in Guer-
rero between ARIG and PLIG, and 75% in Oaxaca between TXIG and 
YOIG. This confirms that the tremors identified by a single station 
are well representative of a regional process. We selected the sta-
tion PLIG to decompose for S-SSEs in the Guerrero region for its 
proximity to the sweet spot area. For L-SSEs, we choose the sta-
tions ARIG for its proximity to the transient zone in Guerrero, and 
the station TXIG in Oaxaca, because it has the best location with 
respect to the tremor zone localized by previous studies (yellow 
contours in Fig. 1).

2.2. Data analysis

2.2.1. Decomposition of GNSS based on TT activity
We combined the GNSS time series post-processed using a tra-

jectory model and the detected TT bursts (blues dots and grey lines 
respectively in Fig. 2.C) to characterize transient slip intermittence 
during L-SSE and inter-L-SSE periods (respectively light blue and 
white period in Fig. 2). Previous studies showed that the amplitude 
of surface displacement for a single S-SSE in Guerrero is ∼ 1 mm 
(Frank et al., 2015b; Villafuerte and Cruz-Atienza, 2017), therefore 
it is below the noise level in GNSS time series. In order to ex-
tract such low amplitude signals, we decomposed GNSS time series 
based on the timing of TTs. For each tremor burst, we estimate the 
associated surface displacement offset, which corresponds to the 
difference in position between after and before the tremor burst. 
The positions before and after the bursts are estimated by aver-
aging GNSS positions over a time window �t which is equal to 
6 days (see scheme Fig. S3.A). Because the positions are averaged 
over a time window �t , the true duration of each tremor burst �b
(grey timespan in Fig. S3.A) is augmented by �t (red timespan in 
Fig. S3.A) when computing the displacement rates associated with 
each tremor burst. In the same way, inter-TT true durations are re-
duced by �t . The GNSS time series are then decomposed into TT 
and inter-TT periods by combining the calculated displacement off-
sets computed for each time period separately (grey and light red 
lines, Fig. 3.A,B).

Finally, we estimate the average velocity or displacement rate 
during TTs and inter-TTs using the total cumulative displacements 
and the cumulative durations (black and red arrows, Fig. 3.A,B). 
To account for data gaps in GNSS time series, we don’t consider a 
TT and inter-TT period if more than 20% of GNSS data is missing 
in the considered time window. A range of averaging windows �t
between 2 to 16 days have been tested (Fig. S3.B). For short time 
windows, the final estimated displacement rates are strongly vari-
able and sensitive to high frequency GNSS noise. �t longer than 
8 days under-estimated the displacement rates as the corrected 
tremor burst duration (red timespan in Fig. S3.A) increases. We 
thus select �t = 6 days as the best compromise, with final esti-
mated displacement rates being stable for all stations.

To test the reliability of our decompositions, we performed de-
compositions by shuffling in time the periods of TT bursts, while 
keeping the right TT burst durations, following the method de-
scribed in Rousset et al. (2019b). The number of possible TT burst 
permutations for each tremor burst catalog can be calculated as 
N!(N + 1)!, where N is the number of tremor bursts. The decom-
position at the station IGUA at inter-L-SSEs decomposes for 26 
tremor bursts, giving 4.4 ∗ 1054 possible permutations. For compu-
tational reasons and statistical representativeness, we consider 104
4

random permutation to calculate the uncertainty on the decompo-
sitions. The TT and inter-TT velocities resulting from the random 
decompositions are shown as histograms, for the north compo-
nent of the stations IGUA (during inter-L-SSEs) and CAYA (during 
L-SSEs) in Fig. 3.C,D. The decomposition for TT bursts and inter-
TT periods (bold black and red lines respectively) of a given GNSS 
station is considered reliable if the associated velocities are larger 
than the standard deviation of the distributions for decompositions 
with random TT burst times. In the following, at each GNSS station 
the standard deviations (σ in Fig. 3.C,D) calculated by decomposi-
tions with random TT burst times are used as uncertainties on the 
velocities for TT bursts and inter-TT periods. In addition to this 
analysis, after decomposing all GNSS time series, we kept only the 
results given by GNSS stations for which the completeness of the 
time series allowed to decompose for at least 5 TT bursts.

2.2.2. Inversion of subduction interface slip rates
Surface velocities calculated by decomposition of inter-L-SSE 

periods in GNSS time series (see 2.2.1), show trenchward motion 
(tectonic release) during TTs, and landward motion (tectonic load-
ing) during inter-TT periods Fig. 3.A,B. To characterize slip/back-
slip rates on the subduction interface associated with these sur-
face motions, we performed a static linear least-squares inversion 
of surface velocities (see details in Supplementary materials 1.3). 
The 3D subduction interface from Slab 2.0 (Hayes et al., 2018), is 
discretized into triangular patches, and Green’s functions are cal-
culated for an elastic half-space using the formulation by Okada 
(1985). The slip direction is fixed according to the convergence 
direction (∼ 28 ◦N). Regularization is selected as the best compro-
mise between model roughness and data misfit. Poorly resolved 
areas, for which the restitution values (equation ES5) are low 
(Rrest ≤ 0.6, see Fig. S7.A), are identified by yellow patch contours 
in the subduction plate locking maps. Plate locking in those areas 
is unresolved and close to zero, the a priori locking value assumed 
for the inversion. When studying S-SSEs, due to the lack of GNSS 
stations close to the seismic stations used for the decompositions, 
we gave in the inversion a weight 3 times higher to the few GNSS 
stations located inland, close to the seismic stations, as these sta-
tions showed the most reliable decomposition results.

3. Results

3.1. Long-term slow slip events

We first looked at the detailed slip intermittence of the 
months-long SSEs (light blue spans in Fig. 2), previously observed 
and analyzed with GNSS data in several studies (e.g. Lowry et 
al., 2001; Kostoglodov, 2003; Radiguet et al., 2011; Graham et al., 
2016; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2021). During L-SSEs, an important in-
crease in TT activity is observed (Fig. 2.A,B). Our analysis of this 
activity (see 2.1.2) shows that TT bursts cover ∼ 30% of the dura-
tion of L-SSEs and up to 42% of the duration during the 2014 L-SSE 
in Guerrero (Fig. 2.A), with more energetic and longer lasting TT 
bursts than during inter-L-SSE periods. The decomposition of GNSS 
time series according to TT bursts was done using catalogs of the 
seismic stations ARIG and TXIG, for Guerrero and Oaxaca regions 
respectively. The results show that during TT bursts, surface dis-
placement rates are towards the trench, corresponding to a release 
of accumulated strain. During inter-TT periods, the amplitude of 
surface velocities is lower, and shows a coherent spatial pattern as 
TT times. In Guerrero, slip rates during TTs are up to 0.24 m/yr 
(Fig. 4.A), and in Oaxaca up to 0.16 m/yr (Fig. 4.C). Slip rate con-
tours during TTs correspond to areas where previous L-SSEs were 
located (e.g. L-SSE of 2010 in Guerrero, Radiguet et al. (2012), and 
L-SSE of 2016 in Oaxaca, Cruz-Atienza et al. (2021)). During inter-
TT periods, the low amplitude slip rates are occurring at shallower 
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Fig. 3. Examples of GNSS decompositions during inter-L-SSE periods (A) and L-SSE periods (B) and corresponding uncertainty estimation (C, D). A Decomposed cumulative 
displacements during inter-L-SSE periods for the North component of the GNSS site IGUA (Guerrero), based on the tremor catalog at the seismic site PLIG. The light black 
lines correspond to displacements during TT bursts and the light red lines correspond to displacements during inter-TT periods. Average velocities during TT bursts and inter-
TT periods are shown by black and red bold arrows respectively. B Same as A but for L-SSE periods at the GNSS site CAYA (Guerrero), based on the tremor catalog at the site 
ARIG. C Decomposition velocities for the north component of the GNSS site IGUA with random times of the TT bursts, during inter-L-SSE periods. The top histogram shows 
displacement rates calculated by decompositions with random TT burst times for TT periods, and the right histogram shows displacement rates for inter-TT periods. The 
central subplot is a 2D histogram made by combining the 2 lateral histograms, and purple ellipses show one standard deviation uncertainty (σ ) of the Gaussian distribution. 
The black and red lines show TT and inter-TT velocities for the decomposition in (A), at the actual tremor times. D Same as C, but for L-SSEs decomposition at the GNSS site 
CAYA (B).
depths (between 20 and 40 km). Both in Guerrero and Oaxaca, 
∼ 65% of the total slip of L-SSEs occur within only 30% of their 
total duration, over TT periods (

∑
�b).

3.2. Short-term slow slip events

Between L-SSEs, TT bursts provide a guide to detect S-SSE pe-
riods (Fig. 2.C). In order to characterize the associated aseismic 
slip amplitude, we decomposed the processed GNSS time series 
during these periods. The decomposition for TT periods, at the 
seismic stations PLIG and TXIG for the Guerrero and Oaxaca re-
gions respectively, shows surface displacement rates towards the 
trench, indicating transient release associated with S-SSEs (Fig. 5). 
During inter-TT times, the decompositions show landward surface 
displacement rates due to additional tectonic loading between S-
SSEs. The average transient duration is 8 days in Oaxaca and 9 
days in Guerrero (see histograms of durations in Fig. S10) and the 
5

average recurrence interval is 42 ±11 days in Guerrero and 42 ±13
days in Oaxaca, similar to the duration and recurrence times found 
using a geodetic matched filter, Rousset et al. (2017). On the most 
complete GNSS time series (IGUA), the results show the occurrence 
of 26 S-SSEs over the period 2009 - 2018.5, covering a cumula-
tive duration of ∼ 0.6 yr of tremor activity. The maximum slip 
rates in the two study regions are co-located with TTs, with rates 
of ∼ 0.2 m/yr, close to the slip rates during TTs at L-SSE peri-
ods. In the Guerrero region, the high slip rate area corresponds to 
the S-SSE slip area found by Frank et al. (2015b), (Fig. 5.A), with 
maximum slip at a depth of 42 km. In the TTs transient zone in 
Guerrero, located immediately updip of the tremor patches, slip 
occurs both during S-SSEs and L-SSEs (Fig. 4.A and Fig. 5.A). In the 
Oaxaca region, we show for the first time the presence of S-SSEs, 
co-located with the tremor location and with maximum slip rates 
at the depth of 45 km, similar to Guerrero.
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Fig. 4. Maps of surface displacement rates and inferred slip rates for L-SSE periods, during TT bursts (left column) and inter-TT periods (right column). The results are 
presented for the Guerrero region on the top row and the Oaxaca region on the bottom row. The black arrows correspond to decomposed surface displacement rates topped 
with 1σ uncertainty ellipses. The red arrows correspond to the modeled prediction from the inverted slip rates shown by the colormap.

Fig. 5. Maps of surface displacement rates and inferred slip rates for S-SSEs associated with TT bursts during inter-L-SSE periods. A Results for the Guerrero region. The black 
arrows correspond to decomposed surface displacement rates during TT bursts, topped with 1σ uncertainty ellipses. The red arrows correspond to the model predictions 
from the inverted slip rates shown by the colormap. B Same as A but for the Oaxaca region.
6
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Fig. 6. Locking maps for inter-S-SSE time periods (A) and additional short time scale 
locking estimated in this study (B). A Inter-S-SSE loading velocities are the black 
arrows, with 1σ uncertainty ellipses. The red arrows show the prediction from 
the locking model displayed with the colormap. The yellow triangles indicate ar-
eas poorly resolved, with a restitution index Rrest ≤ 0.6. B Map of the difference 
between inter-S-SSE locking in A and the first order inter-L-SSEs locking (Fig. S7.B) 
estimates. Note that high locking areas during inter-S-SSEs correspond to high slip 
rate areas during S-SSEs (Fig. 5).

3.3. Subduction interface locking

In the Mexican subduction zone, the accumulated elastic strain 
of the overhanging plate can be released by large earthquakes or 
aseismic transient slips such as L-SSEs or S-SSEs. Here we analyze 
how loading occurs during inter-L-SSE and inter-S-SSE periods, by 
looking at the degree of locking at the subduction interface. We 
consider the MORVEL 2010 model as a reference for long-term 
convergence velocity in the region (DeMets et al., 2010). We ex-
tracted inter-L-SSE loading velocities from the trajectory models of 
GNSS time series (see 2.1.1) (Fig. S7.B), and we also extracted the 
increase of loading during inter-S-SSE periods from the GNSS de-
compositions (see 2.2.1). In order to obtain the complete loading 
velocities in inter-S-SSE periods, we summed the contribution of 
these two loading velocities. The inter-S-SSE locking derived from 
the summed velocities (Fig. 6.A) presents locking degrees above 
0.7 in most areas of the resolved subduction interface. The lock-
ing pattern is similar to the ones obtained in previous studies 
(Radiguet et al., 2012; Rousset et al., 2016; Maubant et al., 2022) 
but with increased locking at S-SSEs locations. In order to high-
light the increase of locking in between S-SSEs, we also looked at 
the difference between the inter-L-SSEs and inter-S-SSEs locking 
models (Fig. 6.B). It shows an increase of locking up to 0.5, com-
patible with S-SSE locations (Fig. 5). This observation reveals that 
at short time scales, the plate interface has a high locking ratio at 
depths down to 50 km, far below the previously observed downdip 
limit of the seismogenic zone.

4. Discussion

4.1. Characterisation of slip bursts in Guerrero and Oaxaca regions

Our study shows that transient aseismic slip on the Mexican 
subduction zone is characterized by short-lasting slip bursts with 
7

durations from 3 to 53 days. Two distinct behaviors and slip loca-
tions are observed. The first one is associated with L-SSEs, which 
are made of clusters of slip accelerations. We observe two distinct 
slip regions located just below the seismogenic zone in Guerrero 
and Oaxaca regions (Fig. 8). The second behavior occurs in inter-
L-SSE periods, during which S-SSEs are observed at the down-dip 
end of the transient slip area, co-located with tectonic tremors. We 
identified two distinct areas of S-SSEs, in Guerrero and Oaxaca, lo-
cated at the downdip edges of L-SSEs in both regions.

The average S-SSEs location in Guerrero is compatible with pre-
vious studies (Frank et al., 2015b; Villafuerte and Cruz-Atienza, 
2017). Our analysis during the period 2009 - 2018.5 characterizes 
S-SSEs with an average duration of 9 days, 1 day longer than pre-
vious studies, and 42 ± 11 days recurrence intervals, shorter than 
the 3 months recurrence observed by Frank et al. (2015b). This 
difference could be due to the different time periods considered, 
or due to the different micro-seismic markers used for the de-
composition of GNSS time series. In the Oaxaca region, our results 
unveil the presence of S-SSEs, with an average duration of 8 days 
and average recurrence intervals of 42 ± 13 days, similar to the 
observed results in the Guerrero region. Interestingly, the S-SSE 
region in Oaxaca that we identified, encompasses an area (longi-
tudes between −98◦ and −99◦) where some small SSE detections 
were made using a geodetic matched filter analysis by Rousset et 
al. (2017), but also extends further East. We thus infer that these 
events previously identified with geodetic template matching over 
a different time period (2005-2012), probably also correspond to 
S-SSE in Oaxaca, even if their correlation with tremor activity has 
not been demonstrated.

The distinction of L-SSEs in the Guerrero and Oaxaca regions 
has been made in previous studies, showing an alternation of slip 
between the two regions (Graham et al., 2014, 2016; Cruz-Atienza 
et al., 2021). While in Guerrero, L-SSEs have larger magnitudes 
than in Oaxaca, we show that S-SSEs in Guerrero and Oaxaca 
have similar average slip rates and rupture areas (Table S1). By 
looking at the temporal overlap of TT catalogs for the two re-
gions, we show that the two catalogs overlap only 12% of the time 
(Fig. S8.G,H,I), suggesting that S-SSEs occur independently in the 
two regions. No slip interaction between the two regions could 
be observed by our study, emphasizing previous studies looking at 
Coulomb stress changes (Graham et al., 2014).

4.2. Limitations of single station tremor catalogs

One limitation of our analysis is that the tremor catalogs that 
we use are obtained for individual single seismic stations and do 
not provide events location. Consequently, such catalogs are not 
necessarily complete and depend on the location of the seismic 
stations with respect to the tremor sources. This raises the ques-
tion of the representativeness of a mono-station catalog to charac-
terize the regional tremor activity. The comparison between the 
two catalogs available in Guerrero (ARIG and PLIG) shows 80%
overlap in the tremor burst detection (Fig. S8.A,B,C). It shows that 
although the station ARIG is closer to the coast and likely less 
sensitive to deep tremors occurring in the sweet spot than PLIG, 
both stations capture similar features corresponding to the re-
gional tremor activity. The same is true in Oaxaca with TXIG and 
YOIG catalogs showing 75% overlap (Fig. S8.D,E,F). Using one seis-
mic station or another to characterize the tremor bursts within a 
given region thus leads to similar decomposition results. Complete 
tremor catalogs with proper locations should potentially allow to 
discriminate slip located on the sweet spot and the transient zone 
by doing separate GNSS decompositions for the two tremor loca-
tions.
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4.3. Deep and shallow slip in Guerrero during S-SSEs

During S-SSEs in the Guerrero region, slip rates of low ampli-
tude are noticeable offshore, in the Guerrero seismic gap (Fig. 5.A). 
This shallow slip is suggested by GNSS stations close to the coast 
that has trenchward S-SSE velocities higher than the estimated 
uncertainties. We have tested an inverse model without shallow 
slip, by penalizing slip rates at depths lower than 35 km (Fig. S5). 
Such models present a single slip patch at the TTs location, but 
the important misfit at coastal GNSS sites suggests that shallow 
slip is required to explain the data. A similar aseismic slip config-
uration with simultaneous slip below and above the seismogenic 
zone has also been observed in the Nankai Trough by Kano et al. 
(2015), and explained by possible up-dip fluid migration that per-
colated through the seismogenic zone. In the Mexico subduction 
zone, offshore tremors and repeating earthquake swarms were un-
veiled and characterized with ocean bottom seismometers (Plata-
Martinez et al., 2021). These shallow events show a correlation in 
some cases with deep TT (Fig. S14), suggesting a large-scale phe-
nomenon, and possible deep-shallow tremor interactions.

4.4. Dynamics of long-term transients and comparison with previous 
works

We show that L-SSEs are made of clusters of slip accelerations 
that happen at the times of TT bursts, both in Guerrero and Oax-
aca. This observation is possible only by combining information 
from tremor timings and GNSS positioning. Previous GNSS only 
studies (Lowry et al., 2001; Radiguet et al., 2011; Graham et al., 
2016; Cruz-Atienza et al., 2021), could not reveal these short-term 
slip accelerations. In the Alaska subduction zone, a similar obser-
vation of slip acceleration associated with tremor bursts was made 
for a 5 years-long slow slip event, and revealed that ∼ 80% of the 
Mw 7.2 event’s moment had been released during TT bursts (Rous-
set et al., 2019b).

The clustering of the Guerrero L-SSEs into shorter events has 
been observed for the 2006 event by Frank et al. (2018), who de-
composed GNSS time series based on LFEs activity. Our analysis 
gives similar results qualitatively. In both studies, about 30% of 
L-SSE correspond to bursts of seismic activity (tremors or LFEs), 
during which surface velocities are higher than the average SSE 
surface velocity (see Fig. 7 and Fig. S11 for examples of surface 
velocity decompositions from L-SSEs after 2009 and the L-SSE of 
2006 Frank et al. (2018) respectively).

To compare in more detail the decomposition method used in 
this study and the results from Frank et al. (2018), we decomposed 
the GNSS time series during the 2006 L-SSE with our burst detec-
tion method, applied to the LFE catalog (Fig. S11). We used the LFE 
catalog that contains only the events of the transient zone (Frank 
et al., 2018) (Fig. S11.A), with average tremor burst durations of 
17 days. The displacement rates obtained by our decomposition 
method show slightly higher rates during LFE periods than inter-
LFEs (Fig. S11.C-F). However, the velocities obtained by Frank et 
al. (2018) decomposition’s method are 2 to 3 times higher than 
the ones obtained with our method. The decompositions obtained 
with our method for the whole LFE catalog (Frank et al., 2014) 
(Fig. S11.B, including the transient zone and the sweet spot) with 
an average LFE burst duration of 6 days and including more LFE 
bursts than the transient zone alone, also show decompositions 
with higher rates during LFE periods (Fig. S11.G-J). Given that the 
study period of the 2006 SSE is short and the number of LFE bursts 
is limited, the decomposition results are less reliable than for the 
stacked decomposition of SSEs over a 10 years period which in-
clude more than one year of cumulated displacement and more 
than 25 tremor bursts.
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Fig. 7. Decomposition of GNSS time series for L-SSEs using the TT bursts at the GNSS 
stations MEZC and IGUA (A and B respectively). The black arrows are surface rates 
during TT periods. The red arrows are the surface velocities for inter-TT periods. The 
dark green arrows are the sum of the black and the red arrows, and correspond 
to the mean surface velocity during L-SSEs. The grey arrows are the interseismic 
velocities calculated using a trajectory model. Note that the durations have been 
normalized along the x-axis to facilitate the comparison between the rates.

4.5. Slip initiation and propagation rates

The largest slip amplitudes during L-SSEs are located updip 
from the TT area, while slip and TTs are happening simultaneously 
as shown by our decomposition results (Fig. 4). The elastic up-
dip stress built-up during inter-L-SSEs by successive S-SSEs might 
explain the along dip succession of S-SSEs and L-SSEs over time 
(Wech and Creager, 2011). It is also possible that pore fluid pres-
sure increases during the inter-L-SSEs, updip of S-SSEs, facilitating 
the initiation and propagation of slip during L-SSEs throughout 
an area wider than the TT zone (Frank et al., 2015b; Kano et 
al., 2015). In Guerrero, TT locations corresponds to dehydration 
depths, where metamorphism occurs (Manea et al., 2004). Updip 
from this location, a fluid saturated ultra-slow velocity layer (USL) 
was observed from seismic recordings (Song et al., 2009). A possi-
ble explanation for the permanent high pore pressure in this area 
is the trapped fluids in the fault zone due to an impermeable gab-
broic layer in the lower crust of the North America plate (Husker et 
al., 2017). Variations in fluid pore pressure modulated by a deeper 
source could be the triggering factor of slip intermittence at USL 
depths during L-SSEs.

Our observational results provide some constrains on the aver-
age slip rates and propagation velocity of the slip burst during TT 
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Fig. 8. Slip rate of S-SSEs and L-SSEs in the Guerrero and Oaxaca regions. The map (A) shows the slip rate contours for S-SSEs, which are colocated with the tremor areas, 
and the updip slip rate contours for L-SSEs. All the black contours with patterns are the same as in Fig. 1. Figure B shows the cumulated and detrended tremor activity time 
series as black dots, at the seismic station PLIG. The tremor burst periods, as dark blue spans. L-SSE periods in the Guerrero region are shown as light blue spans. Figure
C shows the cumulated and detrended tremor activity time series as black dots, at the seismic station TXIG. The tremor burst periods, as green spans. L-SSE periods in the 
Oaxaca region are shown as light blue spans if they are used in the decompositions, or as yellow spans if they are not decomposed.
periods. S-SSE slip episodes last on average 9 days (Fig. S9), and 
have average slip rates of 0.2 m/yr (Fig. 8). Considering that the 
slow slip front initiated in the deeper part of the tremor zone and 
migrated updid over an along-dip distance of 80-90 km, this leads 
to an updip migration velocity of around 10 km/day. We have lim-
ited constrain on the along-strike migration velocity as the lateral 
extent of the S-SSE zone is poorly constrained. Considering a S-SSE 
width of 110 km, and a rupture that can propagate unilaterally or 
bilaterally, we can estimate an along-strike propagation velocity in 
the range of 6 − 12 km/day, which is consistent with estimates 
for SSEs in the Cascadia and Alaska subduction zones (Wech et al., 
2009; Rousset et al., 2019b).

5. Conclusions

We analyzed jointly tectonic tremors and GNSS observations 
on the Guerrero and Oaxaca regions of the Mexican subduction 
zone. GNSS time series are decomposed relative to tremor times, 
to obtain average slip rates associated with tectonic tremors. Dur-
ing large slow slip events (L-SSEs), slip rates are not constant in 
time but accelerate during tectonic tremor bursts, and the largest 
slip rates are located updip from the tectonic tremors location. This 
observation is made for large SSEs in both for Guerrero and Oax-
aca regions, although their total moment magnitudes are different. 
In between large transient slip events, smaller transient slip events 
9

(S-SSEs) are also observed, correlated in time and space with tec-
tonic tremors. While these short-term slip events were already 
documented in Guerrero, our study unveil short-term slip events 
in Oaxaca for the first time. In Guerrero, short-term slip events 
have average magnitudes Mw of 6.6, average duration of 9 days 
and recurrence intervals of 42 ± 11 days, while in Oaxaca, they 
have average Mw of 6.5, average duration of 8 days, and recur-
rence intervals of 42 ± 13 days. Tectonic tremor timings show that 
transient slips are alternating between the Guerrero and Oaxaca 
regions, both for long-term and short-term transient slip events. 
The analysis of tectonic loading periods, at short time scale be-
tween short-term transients, shows that the inter-plate locking 
increases by up to 0.5 at tectonic tremor depths compared to what 
was identified by previous studies. This confirms that the plate in-
terface locking varies at short temporal scales.
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